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First Out The Door, First On The Scene
Toyne™ introduces the all-new Priority Response Vehicle™
BREDA, Iowa, (July 14, 2015) – Designed for the specific needs of each fire department,
the Toyne Priority Response Vehicle (PRV™) has been engineered to handle the work of
multiple apparatus. Knowing that the pump panel is an integral part of a fire apparatus,
Toyne has developed the PRV to utilize an innovative enclosed slide out and down pump
panel which takes up less space, allowing departments to choose their pump panel
location and choose from multiple body configurations.
Since the enclosed pump panel can be placed on either the rear, driver, officer or even
inside the cab of the apparatus, fire departments can keep the controls close at hand while
Toyne Tailored storage options maximize every square inch of space. Toyne’s PRV not
only provides ample storage and the best pump maintenance access in the industry, it can
maneuver into even the most remote locations with ease.
Due to its compact size and shorter wheelbase, the PRV boasts the tightest turning radius
and cramp angles in the industry. “We’ve designed the PRV to be the first apparatus out
the door and first on the scene,” said Toyne product support coordinator, Bill Bird.
“Whether you are responding to a fire or rescue call, our Priority Response Vehicle is
equipped to carry the tools you need for any situation.”
Toyne debuted their latest emergency vehicle at FDIC 2015, the industry’s largest fire
department instructor and training-based conference, in Indianapolis, IN. “FDIC proved
to be a great opportunity to gather firefighter feedback.” Bird went on to say, “We
received an overwhelming response to the PRV as well as the enclosed slide out and
down pump panel and the benefits it brings to every call.”
Those interested in learning more about the Toyne PRV can view photos and download
literature by visiting their official website at www.Toyne.com.
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Fire Departments looking to learn more about Toyne Tailored Apparatus can log on to
their official website at www.toyne.com or give them a call at 800.648.3358.

